
“Prizes on Tap with Samsung Pay” Promotion  

Terms & Conditions  

Introductory  

1. Instructions on how to participate and the offer form part of these terms and conditions ("Terms and 

Conditions").   

2. Participation in this "Samsung Pay Heritage + eftpos collect 3 stamps to go into the draw to win 2020” 

("Promotion") is deemed acceptance of these Terms and Conditions.   

3. This Promotion is not valid in conjunction with any other promotion or offer.   

4. This Promotion is authorised under NSW trade promotion gaming authority No. TP/00277, ACT permit No. 

TP20/01588 and SA Licence No. T20/1413.  

5. The promoter is Samsung Electronics Australia Pty Ltd (ACN 002 915 648) of 3 Murray Rose Avenue, Sydney 

Olympic Park, NSW 2127, Australia ("Promoter" or "Samsung").   

6. This Promotion commences at 10:00am (AEDT) on Tuesday, 1 December 2020 and ends at 11:59pm (AEDT) 

on Thursday, 31 December 2020 ("Promotional Period").   

7. The Promotional Period may be extended or modified in Samsung’s absolute discretion, subject to any 

directions by a regulatory agency.  

Definitions  

 8.  For the purpose of these Terms and Conditions:  

a) "Eligible Device" means a Samsung smartphone device listed on 

www.samsung.com/au/apps/samsungpay/use-on-galaxy and compatible with Samsung Pay in 

Australia.  Samsung wearable devices are not currently supported in reference to the eftpos 

network.  

b) “Eligible Entrant” has the meaning described in clause 9 of these Terms and Conditions.  

c) “Eligible Entry” has the meaning described in clause 9 of these Terms and Conditions.  

d) "Heritage Bank card" or "Heritage card" or “Heritage Bank debit card means an eligible Visa 

Debit card issued by Heritage Bank Limited ABN 32 087 652 024, AFSL and Australian Credit 

Licence 240984. 

e) "IMEI Number" means the unique 15-digit serial number known as the International Mobile 

Equipment Identity number in relation to an Eligible Device.  

f) "Prize" means one of either 5 x Samsung 75" Q95T QLED Smart 4K TV (2020) (Model No.  

QA75Q95TAWXXY) (RRP $5,999), 5 x Samsung Galaxy Z Fold2 5G (Model No. SM-F916BZKAXSA)  

(RRP $2,800), 15 x Samsung Galaxy Watch 45mm – Bluetooth (Model No. SM-R840NZSAXSA) (RRP  

$699), 15 x Samsung Galaxy Watch 41mm – Bluetooth) (RRP $649), 10 x Samsung 9W Wireless 

Charger Stand Black (Model No. EP-P3105TBEGAU) (RRP $109). The total prize pool is valued at 

$65,305.  

g) “Samsung Account” has the meaning described in clause 9(e) of these Terms and Conditions.  

h) "Samsung Pay" means versions 2.7.15, 2.6.14, 2.5.57, 2.4.33, 2.0.32 or above of Samsung’s 

mobile application known as 'Samsung Pay' in Australia.  

i) “Valid Purchase” means a purchase made by an Eligible Entrant using Samsung Pay connected to 

the Eligible Entrant’s Samsung Account with a Heritage card loaded into Samsung Pay and toggled 

to the eftpos network (excluding any transactions that are automatically routed via Visa).  

j) “Winning Entry” has the meaning described in clause 12 of these Terms and Conditions.  

k) “Winning Entrant” has the meaning described in clause 12 of these Terms and Conditions.  

l) "$" is a reference to Australian Dollars.  

  

Eligibility and Entries  

  

9. To be eligible to win a Prize, an Eligible Entrant must, during the Promotional Period:  



a) be a natural person:  

I. aged 18 years or over and be legally capable of entering into binding contracts; or  

II. aged 13 years or over and less than 18 years and (1) be legally capable of entering into 

binding contracts, and (2) have received the consent of their parent or guardian 

permitting them to use Samsung Pay (including the consent of their parent or guardian 

to the Samsung Pay Terms of Service (available at the URL 

www.samsung.com/au/samsungpay/policy/Samsung-Pay-Terms-of-Service.pdf);  

b) not be a company, business, trust or organisation of any description;  

c) be an Australian resident, with an Australian residential address and a valid email address;  

d) download Samsung Pay onto an Eligible Device;  

e) create an account with Samsung in their personal capacity by following the prompts on Samsung 

Pay or online at the URL https://webapp.mysamsung.com and agreeing to any terms and 

conditions, complying with any requests and directions, and entering all personal information 

reasonably required by Samsung for the purposes of the Promotion, including, without limitation, 

the Eligible Entrant’s full name, residential address, delivery address, age, email address and 

contact phone number ("Samsung Account");   

f) upload an eligible Heritage Bank debit card into Samsung Pay on their Eligible Device using their 

Samsung Account and switch to the eftpos network. N.B. if your eligible Heritage card is already 

uploaded to the Samsung Pay app, you may need to remove it and then reload it into the app;  

g) follow the prompts on Samsung Pay to activate and enter the Promotion, and accept these Terms 

and Conditions;  

h) make 3 Valid Purchases using Samsung Pay within the Promotional Period;  

i) comply with the Samsung Terms of Service Terms and Conditions (available at the URL 

https://account.samsung.com/membership/terms) and the Samsung Pay Terms of Service  

(available at the URL http://www.samsung.com/au/samsungpay/policy/Samsung-Pay-Terms-of- 

Service.pdf) at all times during the Promotional Period; and  

j) follow any other reasonable directions provided by Samsung during the Promotional Period, (each 

eligible entry, an “Eligible Entry”, and each eligible entrant, an “Eligible Entrant”).  

10. Eligible Entrants will have an opportunity to periodically review their current transaction status (i.e. how 

many Valid Purchases they have made),  by reviewing coffee stamp status within the Samsung Pay 

promotion area  

11. Eligible Entrants are responsible for ensuring that their Heritage card has been provisioned or reprovisioned 

into Samsung Pay and switched to the eftpos network successfully on their Eligible Device in such a way that 

purchases made during the Promotional Period are counted as Valid Purchases for the purposes of this 

Promotion.  

Prize Draw and Prizes  

12. An Eligible Entrant that qualifies by accepting the Promotion Terms and Conditions, and makes 3 Valid 

Purchases within the Promotion Period will be entered into to the draw to win a Prize.  

13. At the end of the Promotional Period, fifty (50) Eligible Entries will be randomly selected from the random 

prize draw to win a Prize which will be conducted by an independent third party as per the state government 

lottery permit requirements (each a “Winning Entrant”). The prize draw will take place at Anismoff Legal, 

Suite 5, Erina Plaza, 210 Central Coast Highway Erina NSW, 2250, at 4:00pm (AEDT) on Tuesday, 5 January 

2021. 

14. There are fifty (50) Prizes. Each Winning Entrant is only eligible to win one Prize.  

15. Winning Entrants will be notified within two (2) days after the draw taking place. The selected winners will 

be notified via a push message through the Samsung Pay app and an email to their Samsung account email 

address. This push notification and email will include further information in relation to claiming the Prize, 

and may, in Samsung’s discretion, request reasonable information to confirm the Winning Entrant's identity 

and their contact information. At any time during communication with a Winning Entrant or with an entrant 

(whether an Eligible Entrant or otherwise), Samsung may reasonably request further information from that 

person. Winners will be published on Heritage website https://www.heritage.com.au/terms-conditions 

within 14 days of the draw date. 

https://www.heritage.com.au/terms-conditions


16. Samsung will endeavour to organise for delivery of the Prize to a Winning Entrant via the postal address 

provided by that Winning Entrant to Samsung, within 28 (twenty-eight) days of notification in accordance 

with clause 15.  

17. If a Winning Entrant(s) is/are not able to satisfy these Terms and Conditions, forfeits their Prize or fails to 

accept their Prize in accordance with clause 15, then they will be deemed to have forfeited the Prize. If a 

Winner(s) so forfeits a Prize, Samsung will conduct a new second chance draw on the same terms as clause 

13 above and select an alternative Eligible Entrant(s) to win a Prize (“Second Chance Winner(s)”). The 

Second Chance Winner(s) will be notified that they have won a Prize in the same manner as Winning 

Entrants were notified in accordance with clause 15. These Terms and Conditions apply to Second Chance 

Winner(s) as if they were a Winning Entrant. The secondary draw to take place at 10:00am (AEDT) on 

Monday, 5 April 2021. Winners will be published on Heritage website https://www.heritage.com.au/terms-

conditions within 14 days of the draw date. 

 

18. It is the responsibility of a Winning Entrant or a Second Chance Winner (if any) to:  

a) provide correct personal information in order to receive the Prize; and  

b) to be available to receive the delivery of their Prize as organised and notified by the Promoter.  

19. The Promoter accepts no responsibility for any variation in the value of any Prize. The Prizes are not 

transferable or exchangeable and are not redeemable for cash.  There is one (1) Prize available for each 

Winning Entrant, with a value outlined above.  

20. If a Prize is unavailable, the Promoter, in its discretion, may substitute the Prize with a prize of equal or 

greater value and/or specifications.  

21. A Winner is responsible for all ancillary costs associated with the Prize and this Promotion, including, but not 

limited to, costs in connection with making the Eligible Entry and data and usage costs. The Prize does not 

include costs associated with connection to a telecommunications provider.  

22. The Promoter's decision is final and no correspondence will be entered into.  

General  

23. The Promoter reserves the right, at any time, to verify the validity of Eligible Entries and Eligible Entrants  

(including an Eligible Entrant’s identity, age and place of residence and whether they are otherwise an 

Eligible Entrant or not) and to disqualify any Eligible Entrant who makes a claim that is not in accordance 

with these Terms and Conditions or who tampers with the claim process. The Promoter’s decision is final 

and no correspondence will be entered into. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage 

does not constitute a waiver of those rights.  

24. If this Promotion is interfered with in any way or is not capable of being conducted as reasonably 

anticipated due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of the Promoter, including, but not limited to, 

technical difficulties, unauthorised intervention or fraud, the Promoter reserves the right, in its sole 

discretion, to the fullest extent permitted by law: (a) to disqualify any claimant; or (b) to modify, suspend, 

terminate or cancel the Promotion, as appropriate.   

25. Samsung reserves the right to disqualify any entrant suspected of fraud or misconduct, or if Samsung 

believes that entrant’s entry and/or results has been manipulated in any way, including by machines or 

computers.  

26. Failure by the Promoter to enforce any of its rights at any stage does not constitute a waiver of those rights.  

27. Subject to clause 28, the Promoter (including its officers, employees and agents) excludes all liability 

(including negligence), for any personal injury, or any loss or damage (including loss of opportunity), 

whether direct, indirect, special or consequential, arising in any way out of the Promotion, including, but 

not limited to, where arising out of the following: (a) any technical difficulties or equipment malfunction 

(whether or not under the Promoter’s control); (b) any theft, unauthorised access or third party 

interference; (c) any claim or Prize that is late, lost, altered, damaged or misdirected (whether or not after 

their receipt by the Promoter) due to any reason beyond the reasonable control of Samsung; (d) any 

variation in the value of an Eligible Product or Prize to that stated in these Terms and Conditions; (e) any tax 

liability incurred by an Eligible Entrant; or (f) any use of a Eligible Device or Prize.   

28. Nothing in these Terms and Conditions is intended to exclude, restrict or modify any consumer rights under 

the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 (Cth) ("CCA") or any other legislation which may not be excluded, 
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restricted or modified by agreement. If the CCA or any other legislation implies a condition, warranty or 

term into the Terms and Conditions or provides statutory guarantees in connection with these Terms and 

Conditions, in respect of goods and services supplied (if any), the Promoter's liability for breach of such a 

condition, warranty, other term or guarantee is limited (at the Promoter's election) to the extent it is able to 

do so: (a) in the case of supply of goods, the Promoter doing any one or more of the following: (i) replacing 

the goods or supplying equivalent goods (ii) repairing the goods (iii) paying the cost of replacing the goods 

or of acquiring equivalent goods; and/or (iv) paying the cost of having the goods repaired; or (b) in the case 

of supply of services, the Promoter doing either or both of the following; (i) supply the services again; 

and/or (ii) paying the cost of having the services supplied again.   

29. By participating in this Promotion, each entrant grants to the Promoter an irrevocable, indefinite licence to 

use any content provided in their entry anywhere in the world for promotional, marketing or publicity 

purposes without remuneration, fees or royalties of any type or description. 

30. These Terms and Conditions are governed by the laws of New South Wales. Each entrant submits to the 

non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of New South Wales.   

  

Privacy  

31. Samsung (and/or third parties on Samsung’s behalf) collect personal information in order to conduct the 

Promotion and may, for this purpose, disclose such information to third parties, including, but not limited to, 

agents, contractors, service providers, Promotion suppliers and, as required, to Australian regulatory 

authorities. The validity of an Eligible Entry is conditional on providing this information. Samsung may also, 

for an indefinite period, unless otherwise advised, use the information for promotional, marketing, publicity, 

research and profiling purposes, including sending electronic messages or telephoning an Eligible Entrant.   

32. Eligible Entrants acknowledge that the information provided will be collected by or on behalf of Samsung 

and may be disclosed to other companies within the Samsung group of companies and to third parties that 

help Samsung deliver Samsung’s products and services (including suppliers, contractors, dealers, agents and 

business partners) or as required by law. Some of these parties may be located outside of Australia, 

including in Singapore, Korea, Vietnam and/or the Philippines. Eligible Entrants acknowledge that by giving 

consent to the disclosure of their personal information to the overseas recipients, Samsung will not have an 

obligation to take reasonable steps to ensure that these overseas recipients do not breach Australian privacy 

law in relation to that information. In particular, Eligible Entrants acknowledge that in providing their 

consent, Samsung will not be accountable under the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) and Eligible Entrants will not be 

able to seek redress under the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth). However, where practicable in the circumstances, 

Samsung will take reasonable steps to ensure that overseas recipients use and disclose such information in a 

manner consistent with Samsung’s privacy policy.  

33. Eligible Entrants should direct any request to access, update or correct information to the Samsung’s Privacy 

Officer by calling (02) 9763 9700 or emailing privacy.au@samsung.com. These Terms and Conditions 

incorporate Samsung’s privacy policy and by entering the Promotion (whether or not as an Eligible Entrant), 

each entrant Promotion (whether or not as an Eligible Entrant) accept the terms and conditions of 

Samsung’s privacy policy. For further details see www.samsung.com.au/info/privacy.html.  

Customer Support  

• Email: onlinesupport@samsung.com   

• Phone: 1300 362 603   

 

Abbreviated Terms: 

*Eligible customers must accept the promotion T&Cs and complete 3 eligible transactions using their Heritage Debit 

card via the eftpos network on the Samsung Pay app between 10am (AEDT) 1 December 2020 and 11:59pm (AEDT) 31 

December 2020 to receive one entry into the draw. Random prize draw will be conducted on 5 January 2021 and 

winners notified within 2 days via push notification and email to their Samsung account email address. 50 x prizes to 

be won and a maximum of 1 (one) x prize per customer. Prize not transferrable or redeemable for cash. For full terms 

and conditions, see heritage.com.au/terms-conditions. ACT Permit No. TP20/01588. SA Permit No. T20/1413. NSW 

Authority No. TP/00277. 


